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GREENSBURG STATISTICS

 Peak pop. 1960: 1,988

 2006 pop.: 1,389, with increasing average age

 2020 pop.: ~850

 Land area: 1.5 miles

 May 4, 2007: hit by EF-5 tornado that destroyed 90% of town

 13 fatalities

 60 injuries

 95% of structures in town destroyed

 US Forest Service served 36,000 meals in the next four weeks

 FEMA installed hundreds of mobile homes housing 300 families

 Total damage from outbreak estimated at $268 million

 Total damage in Greensburg: $153 million



SUCCESS IS SELDOM UNQUALIFIED

 Positives for Greensburg:

 Fantastic image as a small town willing to “rebuild green”

 Converting town to reliance on renewable energy sources: solar, 
wind, geothermal, etc.

 New public buildings conform to LEED Platinum expectations 
including rebuilt schools, hospital, etc.

 Tourism traffic built on fascination with the “green town” approach

 Drawbacks:

 Economic growth held back by a housing shortage (common to 
rural KS)

 Shrinkage of post-tornado permanent population to about 850

 Some difficulty in sustaining investment in downtown retail

 Source: Wichita Eagle, 

https://www.kansas.com/news/state/article237731654.html

https://www.kansas.com/news/state/article237731654.html


WHAT I CONSIDERED FOR THIS SESSION

 Reviewed recent (past year) articles in Planning and Journal of American Planning Association for content related to 

housing replacement, expense, and programming in post-disaster U.S. situations; one chapter of NAP 2015 book on 

recovery planning; one report from NC State College of Design

 Comments offered in Resilient Roundtable podcasts hosted by APA Hazard Mitigation and Disaster Recovery 

Planning Division, particularly:

 Interview with John Henneberger, Texas Housers, January 2019 (Hurricane Harvey in Texas)

 Interview with Prof. Ivis Garcia Zambrana, University of Utah, December 2019 (Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico)

 Interview with Julie Dennis, formerly State of Florida, February 2020 (Hurricanes Irma and Michael in Florida)

 General knowledge and experience of FEMA programs and federal disaster legislation 

 E-mail exchange with Shannon van Zandt, Texas A&M University 



STRIVING FOR EQUITY AFTER DISASTERS

 This is both an urban and rural issue, but the planning dimensions and local government capacity for recovery planning vary widely 

(e.g., NYC and Houston have fashioned some innovative programs)

 Inherently, insurance and household financial resources provide a significant advantage for more affluent families to rebuild after 

disasters; type of disaster decidedly influences availability and speed of insurance payments (e.g., wind and wildfire damage are 

private resources, while flood insurance is a federal program)

 Early compensation for those in greater need may complicate matters later with duplication of benefits

 Renters, admittedly less common in rural areas, tend to have lower and less stable incomes; result is often that they may move to 

other communities and not return to the one stricken by disaster

 In more traditional communities, land tenure issues may confuse access to federal aid (e.g., those without clear title in Puerto Rico 

after Hurricane Maria and in New Orleans after Katrina); this can be an issue in certain rural areas

 Source of summary: Alexandra Miller, AICP, and Jeffrey Goodman, “Striving for Equity in Post-Disaster Housing,” Planning, 

August/September 2019



SMALL TOWN CASE STUDY: SEVEN SPRINGS, NC

 Small town of just over 100 (more than 1,000 within 2-mile radius)

 Some racial divide as well as clear differences in household income

 Median age 48 (vs. 38 statewide)

 $31,250 median household income (2/3 of NC median)

 Other critical statistics:

 93% occupancy rate

 38% mobile homes

 55% owner-occupied housing

 75% of homes flooded; 8” average water level in homes

 Estimated that Hurricane Matthew flooding (2016) could lead to loss of 

half of pre-flood population and revenue

 Source: Hell or High Water: Resilient Recovery through Design, a Small 
Town’s Struggle to Survive Their Risky Position, NCState College of 

Design



LOW-INCOME HOUSING: A LOOK AT ONE TOOL

 All states produce allocation plans for use of Low-Income Housing Tax Credits

 These typically involve point systems for establishing priorities in allocating funds

 Only 24 states and territories include disaster-related provisions in those allocation plans

 13 include only mitigation or preparedness provisions

 3 include only recovery provisions

 8 include both mitigation/preparedness and recovery

 Alabama and Nebraska give preference for LIHTC in federally declared disaster areas

 Tennessee addressed one state-level wildfire declaration by name

 Alabama prioritizes combined use of funds (13 of 98 points) to maximize efficiency, e.g., using LIHTC with CDBG-DR

 Other provisions target keeping development out of 100-year floodplains and provide other incentives or requirements

 Source: Aditi Mehta, Mark Brennan, and Justin Steil, “Affordable Housing, Disasters, and Social Equity,” JAPA, 2020, Vol. 86, No. 1



SO, WHERE ARE WE?

 One challenge is a point made repeatedly in various ways in the literature: The issues related to the high costs of 

replacement housing are “understudied.”

 Shannon van Zandt: “We need to collect innovative practices and figure out which ones worked well and which ones didn’t. 
Without a playbook, we’re starting over every time.” (Planning article)

 Need for further examination of state roles in addressing disaster recovery and mitigation as a part of low-income housing policy. 
(See JAPA article.)

 Why much-expanded attention to state and federal policy making for housing replacement in small towns and rural 

areas matters:

 Workforce housing is critical to post-disaster economic recovery; for this reason, good baseline planning on housing types and 
demographics is essential

 While big cities often have planning resources with which to craft innovative solutions (e.g., Community Land Trusts), states can 
and should help fill the gap in such planning for smaller cities and rural areas

 Paying attention to renters is critical. They are often the backbone of the lower-wage workforce that sustains tourism, restaurants, 
and other businesses whose reopening is critical to economic recovery. 

 States can pool resources for creative planning in ways that rural communities and counties cannot often accomplish on their 
own. 



A NOTE REGARDING APA CHAPTERS & DIVISIONS

 APA Divisions Council adopted a “Planning Home” initiative last year.

 This session is a product of collaboration within that initiative, specifically by the Small Town and Rural Division 

(STaR) and Hazard Mitigation and Disaster Recovery Planning Division (HMDR)

 If this issue is begging for more study and more attention, can we provide the catalyst for moving our profession and 

state and federal policy in the right direction? If so, what should we be doing?
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